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“Stream sediment sampling”  was proposed in 1979 as a rational tool for collecting and studying  various rock 

fragments on the martian surface (9
th

  Gagarin reading on aeronautics and aviation) and was again discussed in 1988 

(18
th

 Gagarin reading) [1]. This idea was based on the author’s experience in stream sediments, heavy fraction, and 

rock fragment  sampling as a geological prospecting tool in various African and Asian environments. A particular 

parallel was drawn  between the martian environment and that of mountain deserts of northern Africa (Anti-Atlas) 

where eolian contamination is rather pronounced and which has to be borne in mind during the martian rock sam-

pling mission. Experiments in the Anti-Atlas  have shown that significant eolian contamination  exists in fine  (<0.5 

mm) dry mountain  alluvial  fractions. Hence, relatively large  rock and mineral fragments are more safe for “on-the-

spot”  study of a catchment area  and preparing a return collection 

Alkaline rocks, syenites, albitites, granites were predicted before landings of “Pathfinder” and “Spirit” [2]. They were con-

sidered as the best candidates for the martian highland lithologies because the highlands (the southern hemisphere) standing 

much higher –on an average 6 km over a of different level tectonic blocks (here two different lelowlands (the northern hemi-

sphere) must be significantly lighter than the lowlands. This is necessary to keep angular momentvel segments – hemispheres) in 

one rotating body more or less equal. Higher difference in blocks planetary radii – higher density difference of composing them 

lithologies.  Thus, very dense lowland Fe-basalts must be opposed by very light rocks, lighter than the Earth’s andesites (an aver-

age composition of the Earth’s continents). That is why syenites were considered as the best candidates [2]. The martian gravity, 

more or less even over the whole surface, confirmed  that this purely mechanical requirement of rotating body is fulfilled. Found 

andesites (directly) and dacites (remote sensing) showed that rocks of the lower density than basalts really exist. Now, Spirit 

found an outlier of layered highland rocks (Columbia Hills) enriched in Al, alkalies, P, S, Cl, Br, Ti [3-4]. This is already a direct 

evidence of existence of the alkaline family rocks. Rocks of  “Algonquin” class fall on a petrological diagram directly into field 

of alkaline foidite and tephrite rocks. This forced Dr. McSween to declare existence on Mars of  “an alkaline igneous prov-

ince”(Internet, 23 Aug. 2006). The layered rocks of Columbia Hills fall into several petrologic classes,      

some are Fe-rich, some Fe-poor, quantities of K, Na, P, S, Cl vary. All this is typical for layered syenite massifs. 

     Proposed EZ in the southern Acidalia Planitia has coordinates: 40˚W and 20˚N (Fig. 1-2). It is located between Viking 1 

and Pathfinder landing sites. The first probe discovered Fe-basalts of lowlands, the second andesites of probable transition zone 

between lowlands and highlands. Thus, proposed FZ have solid chances to discover and study a wide variety of rocks of both 

planetary wide lithological provinces of Mars. This possibility is enhanced by location of EZ at the mouth of the longest and 

deepest Vallis crossing large expanses of the southern continents with presumably wide varieties of continental rocks. It is neces-

sary for deciphering geologic history of Mars. Moreover, crossing the transition zone the Vallis Marineris can bring down specif-

ic rocks developed at “enigmatic” chaotic terrains very characteristic for the transition zone. This comparatively permeable zone 

can be enriched with volatile components coming from the mantle and among them water (in form of ice or mineral components) 

so needed for human activity at the martian surface. 

     Very sharply manifested hemispheric dichotomy of Mars [5] is not unique but is one of the best examples of the funda-

mental universal planetological characteristics [6, 7].   
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Fig. 1. Topography of Mars 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. EZ on Mars (black area) 
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